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ABSTRACT

ReRAM is an attractive main memory technology due to its high density and low idle power. However, ReRAM exhibits costly writes, especially in terms of energy and endurance. Prior studies demonstrate that retention can be traded off for write energy and endurance by employing soft write operations with lower currents. But given their reduced retention times, soft writes require refresh operations to prevent data loss. Unfortunately, a large number of refreshes are needed in between writes to infrequently updated data. Hence, a non-volatile memory system with soft writes still needs traditional hard writes, and a way to choose between them.

Whether or not soft writes provide a benefit depends on the amount of time between back-to-back writes to the same data, which we call the store reuse time. As long as the cost for the soft write and its refreshes within the store reuse time window is less than the cost for a hard write, then the original soft write is profitable. Otherwise, it would have been better to perform a hard write in order to eliminate the refreshes.

We propose SRTP, a predictor that learns the store reuse times between back-to-back writes to main memory, and associates them with static store instructions in a prediction table. As dynamic stores execute, SRTP predicts whether a soft or hard write is best based on the magnitude of the predicted store reuse time. This soft write decision is placed in the cache hierarchy, and eventually informs the writeback to main memory to use either a soft or hard write. Our results show SRTP provides 2.6x - 4.1x improvement in endurance and 2.9x - 4.2x improvement in write energy over a state-of-the-art predictor. We also show that SRTP is within 18.5% of the Oracle policy. Finally, we integrate SRTP with a prior wear leveling technique, called Ouroboros, and show that SRTP improves actual memory system lifetime by 5.0x over a baseline that only performs hard writes.

1. INTRODUCTION

Emerging non-volatile memory technologies, such as resis-

tive random access memory (ReRAM) and phase change memory (PCM), offer much higher memory capacities com-
pared to DRAM. At the same time, they also provide im-
poved power efficiency since their non-volatility eliminates

the need for refresh operations. Given these benefits, not

only have non-volatile memories been studied extensively in

research [2, 39, 40, 50, 66, 84, 88, 99, 104], but they have also

become commercially available (e.g., Intel’s Optane memory [25, 27]), leading to their deployment in real systems.

The main disadvantage of non-volatile memories, how-
ever, is the high cost of their writes. Not only do their write operations incur greater latency than read operations, but they also consume significantly more energy and cause the memory system to wear out. One approach for addressing this problem is to reduce the frequency of writes to the non-volatile memory. Hybrid memory systems take such an approach by employing DRAM along with the non-volatile memory [1, 13, 17, 21, 22, 66, 74, 75, 79]. For example, the DRAM can be placed in front of the non-volatile memory, acting as a cache that automatically filters the write stream [66].

Rather than reduce the write frequency, another approach for addressing the high cost of writes in non-volatile memories is to give up some retention. Writes to ReRAM or PCM normally employ high currents, long write pulses, and/or multiple write cycles in order to switch the resistive medium (either metal oxide for ReRAM or chalcogenide glass for PCM). This ensures the data persistence that is expected for storage systems. (For example, the ReRAM from Crossbar, Inc. has a retention of 10 years [10]). However, in main memory, years-long retention is overkill since the written data will be over-written anyways before the retention time expires.

This opens the door to trade off retention for improved write energy and endurance. In particular, writes to ReRAM or PCM can be performed using lower currents, shorter write pulses, and/or fewer write cycles. Such soft writes consume less energy and incur less wear, but they do not fully switch the resistive medium. For example, a soft write to ReRAM forms a smaller conductive filament (CF) within the metal oxide layer which is susceptible to dissolution [24, 37, 91], and hence, results in lower retention times.

Given their reduced retention times, soft writes require refresh operations to prevent data loss. While the refreshes themselves can also use soft writes, a large number of refreshes are needed in between writes to infrequently updated data, which defeats the purpose of using soft writes in the first place. Hence, a non-volatile memory system with soft writes still needs traditional persistent or “hard” writes. Moreover, the memory system also needs a way to decide when to use soft writes and when to use hard writes.

Recently, researchers proposed the Region Retention Monitor (RRM) [98] for controlling the selection of soft versus hard writes in MLC PCM memory systems. Unlike our work which tries to improve energy and endurance, RRM uses soft writes to boost performance by reducing the number of write cycles, and hence the latency, of soft writes compared to hard writes. RRM tracks write frequency at the page level, and uses soft writes only for the most frequently written pages. These “hot pages” are kept in a hardware table which issues refresh operations to the softly written data. For all other pages (not found in the table), RRM performs hard writes instead, thus eliminating many harmful refresh operations.

Although RRM was originally designed for performance,
we adapted it to also improve energy and endurance. Unfortunately, we find RRM does not translate well to these other objective functions. The problem is RRM performs soft/hard write selection using an ad hoc heuristic which is oblivious to the actual relationship between store locality and retention time that governs the effectiveness of soft writes.

Specifically, following every soft write, refresh operations are needed periodically in intervals equal to the retention time, as shown in Figure 1. Whether or not the soft writes provide a benefit depends on how much time elapses before the same data is written to again—i.e., the time interval between writebacks to the same memory block from the last-level cache (LLC). In our work, we associate this reuse time back to the last store instruction that caused the initial writeback, so we refer to it as the last-touch store reuse time, or simply the store reuse time. As long as the cost for the soft writes occurring within this time window is less than the cost for a hard write, then the original soft write is profitable. Otherwise, it would have been better to perform a hard write in order to eliminate the refreshes. For instance, if one considers write energy as the cost metric, then soft writes should be performed whenever the following inequality holds:

\[
\frac{\text{Store Reuse Time}}{\text{Retention Time}} < \frac{E_{\text{HW}}}{E_{\text{SW}}},
\]

where \(E_{\text{SW}}\) and \(E_{\text{HW}}\) are the soft and hard write energies, respectively. (Inequality 1 is the criterion for selecting soft writes to optimize endurance. Section 2 will discuss optimizing endurance versus energy in more detail.)

To achieve the greatest gains, a separate selection decision should be made at every dynamic store instruction. But RRM is ineffective at such fine-grain control because it aggregates memory-side access information at a coarse page granularity. Our work makes the key observation that store reuse times are correlated to store PCs. Although store locality can vary significantly across different memory accesses, the accesses performed by the same static store instruction tend to exhibit a single dominant store reuse time. By training a CPU-side predictor on the dominant reuse time for each static store, Inequality 1 can be predicted accurately for every dynamic write to main memory. We call this predictor the last-touch store reuse time predictor, or SRTP.

Numerous prior techniques have leveraged locality information for optimizing systems. In particular, many examples exist in the literature, including cache and TLB replacement policies [11, 30, 33, 48, 52, 69, 83], cache partitioning techniques [4, 35, 65] or tracking reuse time for DRAM rows [18, 81]. However, our work differs in that the reuse times we try to predict are much, much longer. Previous techniques mainly studied cache reuse, so the reuse times involved were relatively short—the order of milliseconds. In contrast, SRTP predicts reuse potentially spanning multiple soft write retention intervals, which can last several seconds.

Training a predictor on multi-second events could result in long training times. Moreover, infeasibly large predictors might be necessary to track the huge number of events that occur over such long time horizons. Fortunately, store reuse tends to be stable on a per-store PC basis, as mentioned earlier. Also, a small number of static store instructions typically accounts for a large fraction of the dynamic stores executed.

SRTP employs a small buffer, called the Reuse Time Detector (RTD), tracking only two dynamic instances per static store instruction. The RTD can learn the most important store reuse times even when they last for a second or more.

Besides predicting Inequality 1, our technique must also issue refreshes to the softly written data. Unlike our prediction mechanism which resides on the CPU side, we track refresh operations on the memory side at the page level, similar to RRM. One difference, however, is that our refresh tracking information is much larger because SRTP capitalizes on many more soft write opportunities. Whereas RRM combines the prediction and refresh information in the same table, we decouple them and move the refresh information—which is much larger but accessed less frequently—to main memory.

Our work also integrates SRTP with wear leveling. We modify an existing wear leveling technique, Ouroboros [46], to account for the asymmetric wear across soft and hard writes. Advanced wear leveling techniques like Ouroboros already store per-page address translation tables in main memory. We integrate SRTP’s refresh tracking information into these existing data structures. Although SRTP’s refresh information is large, it only adds 3.8% more memory on top of Ouroboros’ address translation tables.

Our work makes the following contributions:

- We adapt RRM, which was originally designed for performance, to control soft/hard write selection for improving energy and endurance in ReRAM-based memory systems.
- We present the Oracle algorithm for selecting soft versus hard writes, and show that RRM leaves a lot of room for improvement.
- We propose a novel hardware predictor, called SRTP, to select soft versus hard writes at the CPU side on a per-dynamic store instruction basis.
- We integrate SRTP with Ouroboros wear leveling.
- We undertake a simulation-based evaluation of SRTP, and show that it beats RRM by 410% and comes within 18.5% of the Oracle. We also demonstrate that SRTP can improve lifetime by 5.0x when coupled with practical wear leveling.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents background on retention versus energy and endurance tradeoffs. Then, Section 3 provides motivation, and Section 4 describes our SRTP technique. Next, Section 5 discusses experimental methodology, and Section 6 presents the results. Finally, Section 7 discusses related work, and Section 8 concludes the paper.
A ReRAM bitcell consists of a metal oxide layer sandwiched between two metal electrodes. In the absence of external influence, this device is in the High Resistance State, or HRS, as shown in Figure 2(a). When a sufficient voltage is applied across the terminals, oxygen ions move from the metal oxide layer to the positive electrode, leaving behind a conductive filament (CF) of oxygen vacancies. This set operation puts the device in the Low Resistance State, or LRS, as shown in Figure 2(d). The device can switch back to HRS by applying an opposite (negative) voltage to make the oxygen ions travel back into the metal oxide layer and recombine with the vacancies. This reset operation dissolves the CF.

After a set operation, the CF tends to naturally dissolve over time (even without an explicit reset) due to migration and drift of the oxygen vacancies [91]. The time it takes to lose the stored data depends on the size, or cross-sectional area, of the CF: the wider the CF, the longer the data lasts, whereas the narrower the CF, the sooner the data is lost [76, 91, 93].

Retention versus Energy / Endurance Relationship. Each set operation forms a CF with cross-sectional area, $CF_A$, that is linearly proportional to the set current, $I_{SET}$. Likewise, a subsequent reset operation would need to use a reset current, $I_{RESET}$, that is also linearly proportional to $CF_A$ in order to dissolve the formed CF [56]. In our work, we assume writes employ a fixed voltage and latency, so the write energy is proportional to $I_{SET}$ and $I_{RESET}$, and hence, to $CF_A$.

In addition, the endurance of ReRAM bitcells is inversely proportional to the total write energy absorbed [29, 53, 102]. So, endurance is also inversely proportional to $CF_A$. In other words, we have the following relationship:

$$CF_A \propto Write\ Energy \propto Endurance^{-1} \quad (2)$$

ReRAM is traditionally deployed as a non-volatile memory, so significant energy is expended during write operations to form stable CFs that last for years. But Expression 2 shows that soft writes can use smaller $I_{SET}$ and $I_{RESET}$, forming and dissolving narrower CFs, as illustrated by Figures 2(b) and (c), to both reduce energy and increase endurance [56].

As mentioned above, a narrower CF is less stable, and thus exhibits reduced retention time. In particular, the retention time of a ReRAM bitcell is exponential with the diameter of the CF, $CF_D$ [37], leading to the following relationship:

$$Retention\ Time \propto e^{p \times CF_D} \quad (3)$$

where “$p$” is a device-specific constant. Worst yet, the ReRAM bitcells within a large memory system will be subject to variations, so the actual retention time exhibits a distribution [9, 91]. The retention time for bitcells at the tail of this distribution can be further reduced by up to 100x [91]. In our work, we use the model from [37] to derive retention time for a given CF size, and then further reduce it by 2 orders of magnitude to take reliability of the tail bits into account. This brings the error rate into the range that can be handled by SECDED Error Correction Codes (ECC) [54]. Simple hamming codes based ECC implementation that only corrects one bit already has 12.5% storage overhead for 64 bit words [26]. Increasing the error correction capability is not an option as it would increase both storage and computational overhead by the factor of correctable bits [73]. Byte addressable main memories cannot amortize the storage overhead over large blocks and expensive ECC calculations are difficult to implement at memory bus speeds resulting into significant area and performance penalties [26].

In particular, our work employs a soft write that incurs 10x less energy compared to the basic hard write. As per Expression 2, this will also yield a 10x increase in write endurance. To achieve this, $CF_A$ would need to reduce by 10x as well, leading to a 3.2x reduction in $CF_D$. Using Expression 2 and factoring in 100x for the tail bits, there would be a 52,000x reduction in retention time. We assume a baseline hard write retention time of 10 years, which is based on Crossbar’s non-volatile ReRAM technology [10]. So, the retention time for soft writes goes down to 10 seconds. This represents a worst-case retention time (due to the 100x for the tail bits), making our energy and endurance results conservative.

Soft Write Criterion. Inequality 1 provides the criterion for selecting soft versus hard writes by weighing the benefit of soft writes over hard writes against the added refreshes that soft writes incur. The former, which we call the soft write advantage (SWA), appears on the right-hand-side of Inequality 1, and changes depending on the optimization objective. Inequality 1 shows the SWA for optimizing endurance—i.e., $SWA_{end}$. Because endurance is proportional to write energy (Expression 2), $SWA_{end}$ is just the ratio of the hard and soft write energies, which is 10x as discussed above.

Another optimization objective of interest is total energy. The SWA for total energy, or $SWA_{ergy}$, is not as large as $SWA_{end}$ because the refresh operations shown in Figure 1 must first perform a read before performing a soft write (which doesn’t affect endurance but does affect energy). SWA can also be interpreted as the value at which the overhead of a single hard write is equivalent to a soft write and $(SWA - 1)$ refreshes. For total energy optimization this gives us:

$$E_{HdWr} = E_{SfW} + (E_{SfW} + E_{Read})(SWA_{ergy} - 1)$$

$$SWA_{ergy} = \frac{E_{HdWr} + E_{Read}}{E_{SfW} + E_{Read}} \quad (4)$$

where $E_{Read}$ is the read energy. Substituting $SWA_{ergy}$ into Inequality 1 yields the criterion for optimizing total energy:

$$\frac{Store\ Reuse\ Time}{Retention\ Time} < \frac{E_{HdWr} + E_{Read}}{E_{SfW} + E_{Read}} \quad (5)$$

3. MOTIVATION

This section motivates our work by quantifying how much room exists for soft write techniques to improve energy and endurance. We consider a state-of-the-art soft write selection

---

**Figure 2: Switching in a ReRAM bitcell (from [85]).**
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Figure 3: Region Retention Monitor hardware table. (Adapted from [98]).

3.1 Region Retention Monitor

In general, soft writes should be employed for frequently written data, whereas hard writes should be used for infrequently written data. A natural strategy, therefore, is to profile the write frequency, and to use the profile for driving soft / hard write decisions. The Region Retention Monitor (RRM) [98] is a recent soft write technique that adopts this approach.

Figure 3 illustrates RRM. RRM employs a hardware table between the LLC and memory controller (MC). The RRM table observes writes to dirty cache blocks in the LLC and makes a soft write decision on evictions as they write back to an NVM main memory. Each entry in the table tracks information per page. A "write_counter" for a page is incremented whenever an LLC write is issued to the page, and a "hot" bit is set after a threshold number of LLC writes have been observed. Initially, writebacks use hard writes, but once a page’s hot bit is set, writebacks switch to using soft writes.

The RRM table not only controls soft / hard write decisions, but it is also responsible for issuing refresh operations. Each entry in the RRM table with the hot bit set periodically issues refresh operations to its corresponding page. RRM tracks the memory blocks within a page that have been softly written using a bit vector, called the "short_retention_vector," and only refreshes those memory blocks marked in the bit vector.

After identifying the hot data for soft write candidates, it is also necessary to detect if and when the hot data transition back to being infrequently written; otherwise, the refresh operations could nullify the benefits of the soft writes. In RRM, this is implemented using the "decay_counter." Periodically, the decay_counter is incremented until it rolls over, at which point the write_counter is re-checked to see if it still meets the threshold for a hot page. If so, the write_counter is reduced in half and the decay_counter is reset. If the page stops receiving writebacks, then the write_counter will eventually drop below the hot threshold. When this happens, the hot bit for the page is cleared and hard writes are issued to all softly written data. This is known as a reset hard write, which persists the data and allows the RRM table to stop issuing refreshes to the page.

3.2 Oracle Soft Write Selection

To assess the effectiveness of RRM, we developed the Oracle policy for selecting soft versus hard writes. As shown in Figure 1, the best soft / hard write decision depends on how far apart back-to-back writes to the same memory location are. In our experiments, we simulate an oracle mode which records the timestamp for every LLC writeback so that this reuse time can be computed precisely. More specifically, when performing a writeback, the simulator looks up the timestamp for the last writeback to the same memory block, and computes the reuse time. The simulator then uses this reuse time to evaluate Inequality 1 and determine whether the previous writeback should have used a soft or hard write. (The Oracle currently optimizes for endurance; we could also evaluate Inequality 5 to optimize for total energy). Accordingly, the simulator attributes (after the fact) the write energy for either a soft or hard write to the previous writeback. In the case of a soft write, the simulator also attributes the write energy for the number of refresh operations as well. Then, the simulator updates the memory block’s timestamp with the current time, and continues execution. We implemented this Oracle policy and compare RRM against it. (Section 5 will provide more details on our simulator).

Figure 4 shows the endurance results achieved across several SPEC CPU2017 benchmarks [72]. In Figure 4, we plot the total write energy for the soft write technique (either RRM or Oracle) normalized to the total write energy when all writes are hard writes. We call this the effective SWA_end. This metric quantifies the improvement in wear out provided by the soft write technique. (Given the parameters from Section 2, the maximum effective SWA_end is 10x, which occurs when every write is a soft write, and there are no refreshes). For RRM, two sets of bars are reported: "RRM-base" which employs an RRM table with 4096 entries, matching the original RRM paper [98], and "RRM-aggr" which employs a more aggressive 32,768-entry table.

As Figure 4 shows, there is significant room for improving RRM. RRM-base has an effective SWA_end of just 1.5x. One reason why these gains are so modest is that RRM-base can only track 4096 hot pages, which is not enough for our SPEC 2017 benchmarks. When the RRM table is increased to 32,768 entries i.e., using RRM-aggr—the effective SWA_end jumps to 2.4x. However, Figure 4 shows the Oracle policy achieves an effective SWA_end of 7.6x. Not only is this fully 5x better than RRM-base, but it is still over 3x better than RRM-aggr. This motivates the need to bridge the gap between prior techniques and what is theoretically possible.

3.3 CPU-Side Reuse Time Prediction

The Oracle policy from Section 3.2 knows the future reuse time for every LLC writeback, and uses it to evaluate Inequality 1 at each dynamic write. Our work tries to emulate this...
We find that CPU-side prediction can be very accurate thanks to store correlation. While reuse times can vary significantly across different dynamic writes to main memory, those linked to the same static store instruction tend to exhibit a single dominant reuse time. To illustrate, Figure 5 shows the reuse time histograms associated with the top-three static store instructions (PC0, PC1, and PC2) across three different SPEC CPU2017 benchmarks (bwaves, lbm, and x264). Reuse time correlation around a “peak” is clearly visible in each histogram. While the peak can be wide for some benchmarks (lbm) or accompanied by secondary peaks in other benchmarks (x264, PC0), there is nevertheless a single dominant reuse time in all cases. Hence, there is also a single soft write decision dictated by Inequality 1 or Inequality 5 that is appropriate for each static store instruction as well. By training our predictor per store PC, we can exploit this correlation to achieve high prediction accuracy.

Unlike prediction, which SRTP performs at the CPU side, refresh and reset hard writes are tied to specific memory locations, and must be performed at the memory side. Worse yet, as we approach the Oracle’s performance, the amount of softly written data will increase, making the state for tracking refreshes and resets significantly larger. Fortunately, this state does not need to be accessed frequently. SRTP decouples the refresh and reset information from its predictor, and moves it into main memory to take advantage of higher capacities. Later, we show how this information can be integrated into wear leveling data structures.

4. STORE REUSE TIME PREDICTOR

Having motivated potential benefits, we now present the details of our SRTP technique. SRTP adds new hardware components to a multicore CPU. First, the Reuse Time Detector (RTD) learns the best soft write decision for each static store instruction by observing store reuse times. Second, the soft-write predictor (SWP) uses these learned soft write decisions to predict either soft or hard write for every dynamic store instruction. The SWP is replicated per core, with each module predicting for its associated core. Figure 6(a) shows how the RTD and SWP are integrated into a multicore CPU. Finally, SRTP maintains information for driving refresh and reset hard writes in main memory, which can be integrated with wear leveling. The rest of this section presents the details.

4.1 RTD

The RTD module, illustrated in Figure 6(b), is an associative buffer that performs training for the SWP module by observing reuse times between LLC writebacks. When a dirty LLC cache block writes back to main memory, a lookup is performed in the RTD. If no matching entry is found, the writeback block address (or tag) is filled into the RTD as long as a free entry exists (label ① in Figure 6(b)). Also, the time at which the writeback happened is filled into the RTD along with its tag (label ② in Figure 6(b)). Later on, if the same memory block is written back again, a match in the RTD will occur, allowing the elapsed time between the two writebacks to be computed by subtracting the previously stored time from the time of the matching lookup. This writeback-to-writeback reuse time can then be used to evaluate either Inequality 1 or Inequality 5, thus determining whether the original writeback should have used a soft or hard write.

In addition to the memory block address, each RTD entry does not need to be accessed frequently. SRTP decouples the refresh and reset information from its predictor, and moves it into main memory to take advantage of higher capacities. Later, we show how this information can be integrated into wear leveling data structures.
the last store instruction to hit the cache block prior to the writeback—i.e., the last-touch store. (Notice, with both store PCs and memory blocks as tags, an RTD lookup involves two matches: the store PC is used to both index the RTD and match one of its ways, and then the memory block address is used to match one of the data tags associated with the store PC). To handle aliasing for multi-programmed workloads the store instruction tag could be extended with core-id bits. For an average SPEC CPU2017 benchmarks, 76 top last-touch store instructions are associated with over 90% of writebacks. Given the small number of important static last-touch stores and the large number of overall instruction addresses available, the chances any of these last-touch store instructions have same PC values for different workloads are minuscule. This allows us to omit the core-id bits without worrying about aliasing. The experiments simulate aliasing and the results for SRTP in Section 6 are pretty close to the oracle.

Because the last-touch store PC is associated with each writeback’s timestamp, once a match occurs in the RTD and a reuse time is obtained, we can train the CPU-side (i.e., PC-based) SWP module by associating the resulting soft-write decision computed from Inequality 1 or 5 with the store PC. This is indicated by label 5 in Figure 6(c). In Section 4.2, we will discuss this training procedure in more detail.

One reason why soft write decisions are so challenging to learn is because writeback-to-writeback reuse times can be extremely long, on the order of multiple seconds. In that length of time, a huge number of dynamic store instructions forming a huge number of writeback reuses will occur. Fortunately, the RTD module only needs to track a tiny fraction of these events for a couple of reasons. First, we find that the majority of dynamic last-touch stores can be traced back to a small number of store PCs. Thus, the RTD only needs to track a few store PCs. For the SPEC CPU2017 benchmarks, we find that 512 store PCs (i.e., RTD entries) are sufficient to capture the “working set” of static store instructions responsible for most last-touch stores. To minimize conflicts, we employ 16-way set associativity in the RTD. (We use an LRU eviction policy within each set).

Second, as discussed in Section 3.3, most last-touch store PCs exhibit a single dominant reuse time thanks to store correlation. Thus, the RTD only needs to sample a small number of writeback-to-writeback reuse events. In our RTD implementation, we track just two memory blocks per store PC, as shown in Figure 6(b), permitting detection of only two reuses at a time. In addition, because we track so few memory blocks in the RTD, we only need a fraction of the cache blocks to carry a store PC field (label 4 in Figure 6(d)). To minimize the area overhead in the caches, we keep store PCs in the cache tags for only one out of every 32 sets in the L1, L2, and LLC. We find that both small RTD entries and cache set sampling are sufficient to observe the dominant writeback-to-writeback reuse time for most store PCs.

Due to the long duration of writeback-to-writeback reuse events, the memory block tags must be allowed to linger in the RTD for a long time. Hence, we never evict memory block tags. Instead, the tags are removed when a matching lookup occurs and we complete a reuse time calculation. We also detect when a tag’s timestamp expires—i.e., the timestamp becomes so old that Inequality 1 or Inequality 5 (whichever one is being used) is guaranteed to be false even though we have yet to see a reuse occur. In that case, we conclude that hard write is the correct decision and eagerly remove the tag, saving the need to wait for the time remaining before the writeback reuse actually occurs.

4.2 SWP

Each SWP module, illustrated in Figure 6(c), is a predictor that makes a soft or hard write prediction for every dynamic store instruction executed in one of the CPU’s cores. (There are multiple SWP modules in the CPU—one per core located alongside L1-cache). The predictor we use is adapted from the gskew branch predictor [51]. To mitigate aliasing, three separate tables are employed in each SWP module, with each
We implement the tracking data structure in main memory. 32K pages for RRM-base and RRM-aggr). Due to its size, thousands of softly written pages (compared to just 4K or pages that must be tracked. We find SRTP can have 100s of the memory pages receiving soft writes for refresh and reset

In addition to soft write prediction, SRTP must also track

4.3 Refresh, Resets, and Wear Leveling

In addition to soft write prediction, SRTP must also track

The tracking data structure contains two fields. First, there

is a “soft write bit” for each page that indicates whether the page has been softly written. This bit is similar to RRM’s hot bit in that it identifies the pages requiring refresh operations. When a page receives a soft LLC writeback, its soft write bit is set. The memory controller checks the soft write bits of a few pages every 10 µsec such that all pages are checked by the end of a retention period. A refresh command is issued for the pages with their soft write bits set. When performing refresh, SRTP refreshes the entire page—it does not further distinguish softly written memory blocks within a page as RRM does to minimize the tracking overhead.

SRTP’s tracking data structure also contains a 3-bit “reset counter” per page. This counter is similar to RRM’s decay_counter, and is used to determine when softly written pages stop receiving soft writes. It is incremented when the page is refreshed, but is reset to zero after every 100 soft writes to the page. If the page stops receiving soft writes, then the count will continue to rise, signifying that refreshes are being incurred without any soft write benefit. When the count reaches a threshold (7), SRTP performs a reset hard write: it issues a hard write to every memory block in the page, clears the soft write bit, and stops refreshing the page.

To implement the soft write bits and reset counters, a separate standalone table could be created in main memory. However, we propose to implement SRTP’s tracking data structure as part of an integrated wear leveling scheme. Wear leveling is still a problem in soft writable memory systems (soft writes do not affect how the writes are distributed across memory). Yet, to our knowledge, no prior soft write technique has considered integration with wear leveling.

The simplest wear leveling techniques, such as Start-Gap, use algebraic expressions to remap memory locations \([23, 44, 64, 68, 78, 90]\). This approach is good at wear leveling in smaller regions, but because the line movements are not targeted, there is a chance frequently written lines may wear out before relocation happens for larger regions. Alternatively, table-based techniques keep a fully associative mapping from logical to physical blocks along with per-block write counts \([15, 36, 70, 95, 104]\). These techniques are able to relocate frequently written regions in a timely fashion, but they incur a larger overhead for the mapping tables. In our work, we consider Ouroboros, a hybrid technique \([45]\). Ouroboros divides physical memory into regions and uses table-based wear leveling across regions. Within a region, Ouroboros uses Start-Gap to provide wear leveling locally. Figure 7 shows the table entry format used in Ouroboros.

*Ouroboros uses Start-Gap to shift lines in a circular fashion within a region—i.e., page—after a certain number of local writes (100), tracked by the “local counter.” After a fixed number of global writes (100 million), Ouroboros migrates a small number of logical pages (10) that had the highest demand to physical pages with the lowest usage. The “demand counter” keeps track of the writes to a logical page since its last migration, and the “usage counter” keeps track of the overall usage of the physical page.*

We propose to integrate SRTP’s refresh and reset information into the wear leveling table, which already tracks write information on a per-page basis. Figure 7 shows the addition to each Ouroboros table entry in red. The extension of wear leveling to handle refresh and resets only incurs a 3.8%
Table 1: Simulation parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CPU</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Cores</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core</td>
<td>x86, out-of-order, 2GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1 Caches</td>
<td>Private, 32 KB L1D, 4-way, 3-cycle hits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2 Caches</td>
<td>Private, 256 KB, 8-way, 7-cycle hits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L3 Cache</td>
<td>Shared, 16 MB, 16-way, 27-cycle hits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cache Block Size</td>
<td>64 B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channels</td>
<td>66/7 MHz, 8 KB page size, 8 GB capacity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banks per Channel</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banks per Rank</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tRCD (read pulse)</td>
<td>140 cycles (210ns)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tWR (write pulse)</td>
<td>280 cycles (420ns)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tRFC (refresh pulse)</td>
<td>420 cycles (630ns)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endurance</td>
<td>$2 \times 10^6$ hard writes per bitcell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read Energy</td>
<td>2 pJ/bit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hard Write Energy</td>
<td>30 pJ/bit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soft Write Energy</td>
<td>3 pJ/bit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refresh Energy</td>
<td>5 pJ/bit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soft write retention time</td>
<td>10 seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wear Leveling</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local threshold 100 writes, global threshold</td>
<td>$10^8$ writes, 10 migrations/global epoch, 128 spare frames</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Benchmarks used in the study sorted by Writebacks Per Kilo Instructions (WPKI). Simulated instruction counts are reported in trillions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>WPKI</th>
<th>Inst (T)</th>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>WPKI</th>
<th>Inst (T)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ibm</td>
<td>17.8</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>xalancbmk</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fotoniK3d</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>deepsjeng</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>7.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>omnetpp</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>nab</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>roms</td>
<td>3.84</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>parest</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mcf</td>
<td>3.49</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>namd</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cactusBSSN</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>perfbench</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wrf</td>
<td>1.86</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>leela</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bwaves</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>blender</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>7.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cam4</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>x264</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>7.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xz</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>imagick</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY

Architectural simulators are typically used to study events that exhibit very short time scales. In our work, we are interested in studying ReRAM retention events that can span several seconds. Hence, high-speed simulation is essential for our evaluation. At the same time, cycle accuracy is important too since we need to faithfully model the reuse times that drive soft write decisions. We use the Zsim multicore simulator [67] for our evaluation. Currently, Zsim is one of the fastest simulators available, and can be used to study the time scales demanded by our research. Zsim also provides detailed architecture models that enable cycle-accurate simulation. In particular, we configured Zsim to model a quad-core CPU with out-of-order cores and a 3-level cache hierarchy. The top portion of Table 1 reports the CPU parameters that we used in our experiments.

The main modification we made to Zsim is to add support for our SRTP technique. Specifically, we added the RTD and SWP modules described in Section 4. In our experiments, we model a 512-entry RTD and a 1024-entry SWP, with each SWP module containing 3072 total entries across its 3 tables. We also added to Zsim the RRM technique discussed in Section 3.1—and modeled two versions of RRM—so that we can compare SRTP against this prior state-of-the-art technique. (The RRM and SRTP parameters are given in Tables 3 and 4, and will be discussed below). Lastly, to enable a limit study, we implemented the Oracle policy from Section 3.2. This requires allocating a separate region of memory to shadow main memory, providing space for the per-memory block timestamps that the Oracle requires.

Something lacking in Zsim are models of non-volatile memory. While there exist NVM simulators, none of them are fast enough to be integrated into Zsim; doing so would completely sacrifice the ability to study ReRAM retention events. Fortunately, Zsim exposes many detailed memory timing parameters that can be configured. We set these parameters to match models available in NVMain [61], a recent non-volatile memory simulator, to accurately reflect the timing characteristics of a ReRAM-based main memory system.

Many different latency, energy, and endurance numbers have been reported for ReRAM in the literature. In our evaluation, we use a base latency (without contention) of 210ns and 420ns for reads and writes, respectively [77]. Read energies in the range 1.2-4.8 pJ/bit [57, 77] and write energies in the range 4.8-53 pJ/bit [6, 38, 77, 100] have been reported. We use 2 pJ/bit and 30 pJ/bit for the read and write energies, respectively. Lastly, endurance values in between $10^5$ and $10^7$ have been provided [7, 10, 16, 20, 96]. We use an endurance of $2 \times 10^6$ hard writes per bitcell. The bottom portion of Table 1 reports all of the timing, energy, and endurance parameters we used in the memory system.

As discussed earlier, SRTP can optimize for either endurance or energy. In our evaluation, we optimize for endurance, using Inequality 1 as the criterion for soft writes. Given the parameters in Table 1, the SWA for endurance is 10x while the SWA for energy (Equation 4) is only 6.4x. Hence, by optimizing for endurance, our technique will perform too many soft writes from an energy standpoint. Nevertheless, we will still provide energy benefits, so Section 6 reports both endurance and energy results even though we explicitly optimize for endurance.

To drive our simulations, we use the SPEC CPU2017 benchmarks [72]. The 20 benchmarks employed in our study represent the complete SPEC CPU2017 suite, except for gcc which failed to run on Zsim, and povray and exchange2 which had barely any writebacks. Table 2 lists the benchmarks in order of their memory intensity. (The benchmarks are sorted on column two of Table 2 which reports the number of writebacks per 1000 instructions, or “WPKI”). We compile the benchmarks using the Gcc compiler with the highest level of optimization. In every case, we run the benchmark to completion. On average, the benchmarks were simulated for 6.5 trillion instructions, and exhibited a wall clock time of 1,584 seconds (about 26 minutes). This allows us to observe numerous ReRAM retention time intervals for each benchmark, leading to statistically meaningful results. For our wear leveling experiments, we further extrapolate multiple runs of the benchmarks to determine actual lifetimes. Section 6.3 will describe these extrapolation experiments.

In our experiments, we study both homogeneous and mixed workloads. For the former, we run the same benchmark on all
4 cores of the CPU. This allows us to study the effectiveness of our SRTP technique given each benchmarks’ unique access patterns; yet, it provides a memory access rate appropriate for a multicore memory system. Mixed workloads, covered in Section 6.1, run 4 different workloads together.

**Hardware Cost.** Before presenting results, we compare the hardware costs for RRM and SRTP. Table 3 shows the configuration parameters for two versions of RRM that we evaluate. “RRM-base” has 4,096 entries (256 sets × 16 ways), requiring a 98 KB table. This is identical to the hardware from the original RRM paper [98]. “RRM-aggr” is a more aggressive version of the scheme with 8x more entries—32,768 entries—and 8x the table size—784 KB. SRTP, on the other hand, adds two hardware structures, the RTD and SWP modules, and tracking in the cache tags. These are the structures residing on the CPU die, and they amount to 69.8 KB. SRTP also requires 512 KB to track refreshes and resets. This table is large because SRTP is very successful at capitalizing on soft write opportunities. However, it can be implemented off-chip in the non-volatile memory because it is accessed infrequently. Moreover, if we integrate SRTP with Ouroboros, the refresh/reset bits can be folded into the wear leveling tables with minimal overhead (see Section 4.3).

**SRTP modules area and energy.** An individual SWP table is same as the local predictor in tournament branch predictor [34]. We use McPat [42] to get the area and power of this local predictor in Xeon cores at 22nm technology node. By extending these numbers for three tables we get 0.028mm² and 0.05W as area and peak power, respectively, for each SWP module. Similar calculations are undertaken for RTD using Cacti [43]. The RTD module needs 0.43mm² area at 22nm. For SPEC CPU2017 benchmarks on an average RTD will consume 60µW of dynamic power and 20µW of leakage. The dynamic power is low because sampling cuts down a lot of activity in RTD by accessing it only for 1/32 of the writebacks from LLC. Since, the energy consumption of SRTP is tiny we can easily ignore it in the energy calculations in Section 6.

### Table 3: RRM parameters and overhead.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>RRM-base</th>
<th>RRM-aggr</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sets</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>2048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associativity</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hot threshold</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decay interrupt</td>
<td>100/16</td>
<td>100/16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overhead</td>
<td>98 KB</td>
<td>784 KB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**6. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION**

This section presents our experimental evaluation of SRTP. We begin by quantifying SRTP’s improvement in endurance, which is the objective function that our experiments target. Figure 8 presents these endurance results. In Figure 8, we plot the effective SWA\textsubscript{end} achieved by SRTP and compare it against the Oracle. The graph uses the exact same format as Figure 4, so the two can be directly compared. (In fact, the Oracle bars in Figures 4 and 8 are identical). As already mentioned in Section 3.2, the Oracle policy achieves an effective SWA\textsubscript{end} of 7.6x. Figure 8 shows SRTP’s effective SWA\textsubscript{end} is within 18.5% of the oracle at 6.2x. This is a significant improvement over RRM-base and RRM-aggr from Figure 4, whose effective SWA\textsubscript{end} are just 1.5x and 2.4x, respectively.

To provide further insights, Figure 9 breaks down the different types of writes performed by RRM (base and aggressive), SRTP, and the Oracle. In addition to the soft write, refresh, and hard write categories, Figure 9 also breaks down reset hard writes into “eviction” and “decay” categories. The eviction category includes resets that occur due to a shortage of tracking entries. The decay category includes resets that occur when a technique predicts it is no longer profitable to continue issuing soft writes to certain memory locations. All bars are normalized to the total number of writebacks induced by the application. (Because refreshes and resets are in addition to the applications’ normal writebacks, the breakdown adds up to more than 100%).

As Figure 9 shows, SRTP does two things very well. First, it is able to identify and convert a large fraction of writes into soft writes. On average, 92% of the application-level writes for SRTP are soft writes, whereas the percentage of soft writes for RRM-base and RRM-aggr is only 30% and 51%, respectively. SRTP is also very close to the Oracle, which performs 95% of the application-level writes as soft writes. This is mainly why SRTP’s endurance results in Figure 8 are superior to RRM and nearly match that of the Oracle. Second, SRTP also has a very small number of reset hard writes, just 0.6%, whereas the RRM policies have many more reset hard writes. In particular, RRM-base and RRM-aggr incur 17% and 5.8% resets, respectively, primarily due to evictions. (By definition, the Oracle has zero resets since it omnisciently knows when to perform hard writes).

SRTP uncovers practically all soft write opportunities because it accurately predicts store reuse time, and applies the soft write criterion—Inequality 1—to precisely determine the profitability of soft writes in a fine-grain manner. This mimics the behavior of the Oracle. In contrast, RRM’s soft write
decisions based on coarse-grained page access counts are inaccurate, missing numerous soft write opportunities. For instance, we find that many soft write candidates may not land on a hot page, particularly when access patterns are sparse. These candidates may still individually exhibit the store locality that warrants employing soft writes.

In addition to higher accuracy, SRTP also exhibits lower predictor overhead. The RTD consumes only 11.7 KB, which is 8 and 67 times smaller than the hardware tables used in RRM-base and RRM-aggr, respectively. Despite its small size, the RTD is able to track almost all last-touch store PCs without incurring many evictions. In contrast, RRM (and especially RRM-base) exhibits numerous evictions, as is evident from the reset eviction components in Figure 9. Overall, SRTP’s CPU-side prediction mechanism is much lighter weight compared to RRM’s memory-side predictor. There are simply many more memory locations written to than there are store PCs writing them.

And lastly, SRTP’s lighter weight mechanism also makes it more adaptive. Even if RRM were able to track every page in memory, it would still need to train on every page. Inevitably, some hard writes would sneak through due to long training times. In contrast, SRTP only needs to train on the last-touch store PCs, which can happen rapidly because there are so few of them. This allows SRTP to make correct soft write decisions much sooner.

Although our experiments use Inequality 1 to explicitly optimize for endurance (instead of Inequality 5 to optimize for energy), they still show significant energy improvements. Figure 10 presents our energy results. In Figure 10, we plot the total energy incurred in the memory system normalized to the energy consumed by the baseline system that always performs hard writes. The figure also breaks down the total energy into reads and different types of writes. (Reset hard writes are folded into the hard write category).

Even though there are 4.5x fewer writes than reads, writes still consume 76% of the memory system energy, on average, as the breakdown of the “Baseline” bars in Figure 10 shows. For the most write intensive benchmark, lbm, writes account for 92% of the energy. Unfortunately, on average, RRM-base provides almost no reduction in energy because it incurs many reset hard writes due to evictions that nullify its soft write gains, as discussed above. RRM-aggr does better, providing a 27% energy reduction on average since its larger hardware table identifies more soft writes. In contrast, SRTP reduces memory system energy by 2.4x thanks to a 4.5x reduction in write energy. This puts SRTP within 8% of the Oracle.

### 6.1 Mixed Multiprogrammed Workloads

Thus far, we have only considered individual benchmarks (the same benchmark runs on all 4 cores). We now show experiments using mixed multiprogrammed workloads. To create the workloads, we grouped the benchmarks in Table 2 into high, medium, and low write intensity (WPKI) categories, and then picked 4 different benchmarks at a time with varying write intensities. Table 5 shows the nine multiprogrammed workloads that we created and the mix of write intensities they represent. Figure 11 plots the endurance results for these workloads in the exact same format as Figures 4 and 8.

Figure 11 shows SRTP does even better on the mixed workloads. On average, SRTP achieves an effective \( SWA_{\text{end}} \) of 6.8x, up from 6.2x in Figure 8. And, SRTP comes within 19.1% of the Oracle (which has an effective \( SWA_{\text{end}} \) of 8.4x), as the breakdown of the “Baseline” bars in Figure 10 shows.
down from 18.5% in Figure 8. Also, SRTP is 6x and 3.8x better than RRM-base and RRM-aggr, respectively, up from 4.1x and 2.6x across Figures 4 and 8. SRTP’s performance increases with write intensity of the benchmarks while the opposite is true for RRM. In a mix, write intensive benchmarks dominate as they contribute the majority of writes. Hence, SRTP performs even better for multiprogrammed workloads maintaining its lead over RRM in all cases. Although we omit the detailed results to save space, energy improvements are also better for the mixed workloads, with SRTP reducing total main memory energy by 3x.

6.2 Performance Results
Soft write techniques improve energy and endurance, but they also add extra refreshes and resets. Although these additional memory operations are off the critical path of CPU accesses, they can still affect performance by increasing contention in the memory system. Figure 12 reports the IPC for the different techniques we evaluate. As Figure 12 shows, all of the soft write techniques incur a very small performance penalty, indicating that contention effects are minimal. In the case of SRTP, there is a 4.3% performance degradation averaged across all 20 SPEC benchmarks. SRTP’s performance hit is the largest since it is also the most aggressive in issuing soft writes (and hence, incurs the most refreshes). But, SRTP’s performance impact is minimal relative to the energy and endurance gains it provides.

6.3 Wear Leveling Results
Here we analyze the efficacy of SRTP when integrated with the Ouroboros wear leveling technique from Section 4.3 and actual lifetime achieved. Since Start-Gap has been demonstrated to be highly effective in regions much larger than our page size, we assume perfect wear leveling within a page, and extrapolate to examine wear leveling across pages by Ouroboros. For extrapolation, we collect per page write profiles for a benchmark at every global migration epoch of Ouroboros (100 million writes). These profiles are run repeatedly on a program that performs Ouroboros’s page migration until all the spare frames (128) are worn out. The number of runs of the benchmark from extrapolation and the runtime for a single simulated run gives us the lifetime of the memory system if the program was run repeatedly until failure.

When integrating with wear leveling techniques, we propose to use wear out as a guiding metric instead of write count given that soft and hard writes cause uneven wear out. Figure 9 shows that for SRTP, hard writes account for only 6.3% of total writes on average, but they are responsible for 40% of wear out. The traditional policy of just considering write count will negatively impact the lifetime a wear leveling technique can achieve. To make Ouroboros consider wear out, demand and usage counters are incremented by 1 for soft writes and by 10 for hard writes.

Figure 13 compares SRTP’s lifetime against the baseline system with just hard writes. SRTP lifetime accounts for wear leveling via extrapolation while the baseline assumes perfect wear leveling. (So, the gains for SRTP over baseline are conservative). For SRTP, we report the lifetime when using the write count metric versus the wear out metric to guide wear leveling, labeled “SRTP-write-count” and “SRTP-wear-out,” respectively. On average, we see 6.1% improvement in lifetime—from 13 years to 13.8 years—due to using the wear out metric. Overall, SRTP improves average lifetime of ReRAM from 2.2 years (for the baseline) to 13.8 years, a gain of 6.3x. Overall, the 6.2x effective SWAend translates to 6.3x improvement in memory lifetime.

7. RELATED WORK
Multi-level cell PCM exhibits a tradeoff between write latency and retention. Previous work leveraged this to improve performance at the expense of retention. Techniques include compiler-based approaches [41,60,63], NVM as a cache for SSDs [32], persistent programming frameworks [47], and architectural techniques [97,98]. Of these, RRM is the best-performing technique that (like our work) targets systems with CPUs and non-volatile main memory [98]. We adapted RRM to control soft writes for single-level cell ReRAM main memory to optimize energy and endurance. Our results show SRTP improves upon RRM significantly.

Mellow Writes [31,96] improve ReRAM endurance by spreading the same (or slightly greater) write energy over a longer write cycle during idle periods in the memory system, thus minimally impacting contention and performance. Because a similar write energy is used, Mellow Writes do not impact the CF size, so retention remains roughly the same. While Mellow Writes only helps endurance, SRTP improves both endurance and energy since it employs “true” soft writes.
that dissipate less energy (though at the expense of reduced retention time and the need to refresh). Notice, SRTP and Mellow Writes are orthogonal. SRTP could make its soft or hard writes mellow, and further improve lifetime.

All of the above works try to reduce the impact of individual writes to non-volatile memory. Another direction of work tries to reduce the number of writes. This includes techniques that only write the modified bits [5, 8, 12, 19, 89], encode the data [14, 28, 49, 55, 59, 80, 87, 101], compress the data [58, 86], or utilize asymmetries in set and reset operations [8, 71, 89, 92]. All of these techniques are orthogonal to our work and can be applied on top of soft writes.

Another write reduction technique is LLC management policies to reduce the number of writesbacks [3, 62, 94, 103]. These policies can only target writebacks with short reuse times, leaving a lot of soft write opportunities. Since SRTP is agnostic to LLC management, it can adjust to these techniques as long as the RTD gets the needed information.

8. CONCLUSION

This paper exploits the retention versus energy and endurance tradeoff that exists in ReRAM. Our work identifies the relationship between store reuse time, retention time, and soft write advantage that governs the profitability of using soft writes for each LLC writeback. We develop an architectural technique, called SRTP, that learns the dominant store reuse time on a per-store PC basis, and uses the store locality information to predict a soft versus hard write decision at every dynamic store instruction. We conduct a simulation-based evaluation of SRTP, and show that it improves endurance by 2.6x to 4.1x compared to a state-of-the-art soft write technique, RRM. SRTP also comes within 18.5% of the Oracle’s endurance. Finally, we integrate SRTP with an existing wear leveling technique and demonstrate that SRTP can improve actual lifetime by 5.0x.
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